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the Process of discovery
We believe that dreaming is as important as doing.
That’s why the floors we make are very special.
While we are pioneers in the way today’s floors are
made, it’s not just about quality manufacturing and
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step one:

Define your design style...

start dreaming.

Perspective , Afzelia Doussie Bleached Planks UF1161
®

Creating a new look for your home can be a lot of fun. But with so many
styles available, getting started can be overwhelming. Before committing to
a new color scheme or investing in expensive furniture, take time to define
your style. To help you, we have partnered with design consultants to offer
some inspiration and tips.
Use the next few pages to identify a style as a foundation for your room, but don’t feel bound by a
strict set of rules. Feel free to add unexpected elements or pieces that have special meaning for you
and your family. After all, your home’s interiors should reflect your personality above all else.
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Dark floor shown: Perspective , Afzelia Doussie Bleached Planks UF1161. Light floor shown: Country, Hickory Natural Planks U1014.
®
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Warm-and-cozy rustic style is no longer the exclusive domain
of adobes and cabins. Because modern interpretations of this style are comfortably
sophisticated, it appeals to urban, suburban and country dwellers alike.

Use a faux-finish wall treatment to add depth or install warm-hued
flooring that suggests aged wood. Leave untouched any natural
assets, such as stonework or exposed ceiling beams, and choose
furnishings that are simple yet substantial with natural or worn finishes.

These are just three of the many
Quick•Step floors that would
complement a rustic room.
®

Balance the look with pieces from other eras and styles, such as an elegant
Louis XVI armchair or a crisp, modern bookcase.
To soften the look of wood floors and furniture, add comfy and
colorful textiles. Use sturdy fabrics, such as cotton or wool, for
upholstery, pillows and window treatments. Stick to a palette of

Perspective , Versailles Dark Planks
UF1158
®

colors inspired by nature — terra cotta red, cactus green, sandy brown, sunny
yellow and dusty orange.
Embellish the rustic design with pottery, antique books, wroughtiron pieces, mirrors, burnished metal accents and collectibles from
around the globe. Give the look a new twist by throwing in a few

Country, Oak Colonial Planks
U1030

surprises, such as a modern table lamp or a unique ottoman.
A study in contrasts, rustic style mixes old with new, simple with
sophisticated. The result is a diverse look that promises a rich yet
uncomplicated life.

Sculptique , Black Cherry Planks
U1318
™

Style Hint: The key to achieving the lived-in look is layering colors and
textures, mixing old with new and choosing well-worn or handmade materials
wherever possible.

4
Country,
Stained Maple Planks U1105
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strea mlined, geometric and neutral décor,

modern design has been criticized for being too cold and pragmatic. However, clean
and simple needn’t be dull. Injecting texture, color and light into a modern room can
elevate the style from minimal to livable.

To achieve a bright and spacious look, start with plain or neutral-colored

Here are a few of the numerous
Quick•Step floors that work
in a contemporary space.
®

walls, such as flat-painted or plastered, raw concrete or limestone. Keep
flooring simple but dramatic, such as natural maple or ebony wood
tones. Enhance the open, transparent feeling with expansive windows that let the
sunshine in or mirrored walls that reflect light.
Add texture with furnishings of glass, metal and leather. To soften the look
of modern furnishings, add an upholstered piece with a curvy silhouette

Eligna, Natural Honey Oak Planks
U1219

to the room.
A serene tone-on-tone color scheme is typical in modern design. White
mixed with shades of black or brown should form the basis of any room.
The neutral backdrop allows vibrantly colorful accessories to shine.
Clutter is a no-no in modern homes, so limit accessories to just a few fun choices.

Quadra, Vanilla Bean Concrete
Tiles UF1280

While modern design is typically more interested in artistic expression
and stark style than warm-and-cozy living, every design rule is made to
be broken. Tailor the look to fit your lifestyle by choosing elements that
suit your taste, then mix them with other furnishings and accessories that reflect
your personality.

Allustra , Chocolate Cafe
Rosewood Planks GUF1312
™

Style Hint: Clean lines, organic shapes, polished surfaces and open spaces
are the calling cards of modern style.

6
Elegance
, Wengé Planks UF1033
®
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Classically elegant traditional décor is like a perfectly
tailored suit that never goes out of style. Far from old-fashioned, the latest take on
traditional style employs rich woods, classic colors and regal accents to create timeless
spaces that feel fresh and inviting.
For an authentic interpretation, choose a dramatic color palette of deep
jewel tones, such as gold, ruby and turquoise. Softer shades and neutral

Many Quick•Step floors
complement a traditional room.
®

tones impart a more relaxed and contemporary feeling.
Make liberal use of rich woods, such as mahogany or hickory, on floors
and furniture. Opt for hefty antique or replica furnishings with curvy shapes
and plenty of ornamentation. To relax the formal look, add oversized and
comfy upholstered pieces to the mix.

Allustra , Midnight Mahogany Planks
GUF1310
™

Layer the room with luxurious fabrics, including brocade, velvet and
chenille. Pattern is a must and it is common to mix florals, stripes, plaids
and checks in one space. Finish the look with lavish fringe, tassels and
other trim.
Linesse , Natural Varnished
Jatoba 3-Strip Planks LUF1244
™

Accent the décor with fine finishes. Crystal chandeliers, bronze or pewter
vases, gilded mirrors and elaborate metal drapery hardware are the
perfect final touches.

Style Hint: The emphasis in traditional design is on blending refined
elegance with livable comfort. Achieve the look by mixing formal furnishings
with cozy textures and patterns.

Classic
Elite, Eaton Hickory 3-Strip Planks U1253PB
8
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is the hallmark of Arts and Crafts style. Known for clean

lines, warm wood tones and a focus on function, the aesthetic is sophisticated and
cozy. With ornamentation kept to a minimum, the appeal of this popular design style
is the craftsmanship.

A light color palette, including neutral walls, creates a clean background
that allows the woodwork of floors, moldings and furnishings to shine.
Accents in deep shades of green, blue, yellow and red should be used

Many Quick•Step floors are
right for an Arts and Crafts-style
room, including the following.
®

sparingly on such accessories as pottery, painted tile and fabric. Choose lighting
and hardware in hammered copper or burnished brass.
Arts and Crafts style is most commonly associated with bungalows, but it
can be adapted to fit almost any style home. If your house is not blessed
with classic Craftsman architecture, such as built-in cabinets and lush

Sculptique , Amber Cherry Planks
U1320
™

woodwork, strive for an eclectic look. Aim for the spirit of Arts and Crafts style
instead of a literal interpretation.
It is not surprising that Arts and Crafts style is experiencing a strong
revival. Its signature features — intricate woodwork, rustic materials
and a utilitarian focus — are simple and appealing, combining to

Eligna, Santos Mahogany Planks
U996

create an American classic.

Style Hint: To inject the Arts and Crafts look into your home, choose
similarly proportioned furnishings, simple moldings and the occasional
hammered metal accent.

10
Sculptique
, Russet Hickory Planks U1314
™
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down-to-earth cottage style.

This popular look invites guests to kick up their feet and relax. Cottage style is an
attitude, not a set of hard-and-fast rules. The goal is simply to create a bright and
happy space that reflects the informality of a home away from home.

Light-and-airy is the order of the day for a cottage-style room. Crisp white
or creamy ivory should cover most surfaces, from trim to furniture, to

Choose from a variety of Quick•Step
floors for a cottage-style room,
including those shown below.

®

create the perfect background for small pops of color. For accents, choose colors
plucked from nature (green, blue, brown and yellow) to mimic the look of sun,
sand and sea.
Bring the outdoors in with accessories made from natural materials.
Choose trays, coffee tables or accent chairs made of wicker, rattan

Country, Stained Maple Planks
U1105

and bamboo to add layers of texture to a simple, white room. Take the look a
step further and turn nature into artwork by putting starfish, seashells or butterflies
on display.
Nothing says “cottage” more than crisp white slipcovers. Use them to
coordinate a group of mismatched furnishings or to give a formal sofa a

Classic Elite, Windsor Oak
3-Strip Planks U1251PB

more relaxed look. Simple slipcovers are comfortable, attractive and easy to clean.
In keeping with the informal feeling of a cozy cottage, the look of bare
wood floors is a good option. Choose new planks with imperfections or
a heavy grain for a warm, lived-in feeling. If keeping floors uncovered feels cold,
add area rugs made of natural fibers, such as sisal or cotton.

Linesse , Harvest Pecan Oak
3-Strip Planks LUF1255
™

Style Hint: Evoke the distinctive, charming look of a summer cottage by
covering the walls with beaded board or wainscoting painted a milky white
or warm cream.

12
Eligna,
Warm Hickory 2-Strip Planks U1182
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FRENC

Take your home back to the

H

COUNTRY

gilded age of French royalty with the

opulent, ornate look of Baroque design. The style’s rich colors, bold shapes and
lavish ornamentation make it easily recognizable.

Twisted columns, oversized moldings and monumental staircases are
prominent features in classic Baroque homes, but not necessary for
a modern interpretation. Instead, infuse your home with a sense of

Quick•Step has dozens of floors
to create a French Country look,
including these.
®

history by incorporating more practical touches. Aged or rugged wood floors
and faux-finished walls add texture.
Choose substantial antique or reproduction furnishings that are
sculptural, highly detailed and made from rich woods. Major pieces

Linesse , Dark Varnished Walnut
3-Strip Planks LUF1245
™

should be embellished with scrollwork, acanthus leaves and scrolled
legs. Cover upholstered pieces in luxurious fabrics, such as velvet or chenille.
Add accent pieces such as small consoles, gilded cabinets, chairs with carved
scroll legs and marble tables.
Neutral shades are frequently used on the walls, allowing the
fine antique furniture and lavish accessories to be the stars. Other

Sculptique , Chocolate Cafe
Rosewood Planks U1312
™

accessories that are well-suited to the look include ornate mirrors,
crystal-dressed chandeliers, antique porcelain and bronze pieces.
Baroque style is classic, regal and feminine. Whether you add just
a few elements of the look or strive for an authentic top-to-bottom
makeover, Baroque detailing can make even the newest home feel

Country, Hickory Natural Planks
U1014

like a finely appointed European manor.

Style Hint: For a modern twist, mix centuries-old antiques with newer
elements for a look reminiscent of an elegant, comfortable chateau.

14
Country,
Rustic Hickory Planks U1102
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spice of life , so why must a home be perfectly

matched? Express your creativity with eclectic design, which mixes two or more
decorating styles in one space. The myriad of looks is made cohesive through
color, texture, shape and finish.
Combining styles, such as contemporary and Shabby Chic, can look
disjointed. The key to success is to take a purposeful approach. Select
items not only because you love them, but also because they share

Choose the Quick•Step floor that
complements other items in your
eclectic room.
®

something in common, whether it’s a similar hue or complementary scale.
Pick a dominant color to be the grounding force for the room and add to it
several accent colors (neutral shades with a few pops of color are typically
less overwhelming). Stick to the palette as you select items for the room to

Quadra, Mocha Latte Tiles
UF1215

tie the diverse elements together.
Skip matching suites in favor of an unexpected combination of furnishings.
A chair from the 1970s can look amazing next to a table from the 1930s
if the proportions are balanced. Using one common element, such as glass
or iron, helps unite the pieces.

Eligna, Chocolate Walnut
Planks U1222

Have fun with the room’s accents. Show your personality with a medley of
patterns, textures and shapes. Mix and match fabrics, trims and finishes —
anything can work as long as it’s something you love.
Linesse , Afzelia Doussie Bleached
3-Strip Planks LUF1243
™

Style Hint: Eclecticism is a great way to incorporate family heirlooms
and hand-me-downs with contemporary treasures.

16
Linesse
, Toasted Almond Oak 3-Strip Planks LUF1256
™
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step two:

discover the possibilities...

set the stage.

Country, Worn Oak Planks UF1160

The cozy yet utilitarian aesthetic of Arts and Crafts style. The crisp,
uncluttered feeling of a contemporary space. The time-worn appeal of a
French Country room. Each design style requires a unique flooring choice,
with the distinct details and color nuances that will tie the room together.
That’s why Quick•Step floors offer so many options and design opportunities. From a variety
®

of wood textures that you can see and feel to dozens of flooring colors — including hard-to-find
exotic woods, earthy stones and rich ceramics. From several edge options to different plank and
tile sizes in varying widths and lengths. The design possibilities are endless.

18

Dark floor shown: Eligna, Afzelia Doussie Bleached Planks U1161. Light floor shown: Country, Worn Oak Planks UF1160.
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Details Bring your Room Together.
Quick•Step offers all the thoughtful design details for you to consider when

Select A Plank Edge (or groove)

creating a truly beautiful space. Decide if you want the look of wood, ceramic,

Five options offer five unique looks.

®

stone or concrete. Think about surface finishes and textures, the type of groove
between planks and the size of the planks or tiles. Then search our collections
to find the floors with the special details you desire.

Choose A Surface Finish
Each offers a unique look and feel.

EASED EDGE

Square Edge
Square-edge
transition between
planks for a
sleek look.

Textured Surface
Subtle texture creates
a realistic wood effect.

Glossy Surface
A glossy surface provides
lustrous elegance to this
smooth floor.
(Allustra Collection only)
™

Living Surface
A tangible, deep
woodgrain structure;
a natural look and feel
for tile.

Authentic
Tangible, visible structure
follows the relief in the
wood design, like a solid
wood floor.

Natural Authentic
Mirrors the woodgrain
pattern of natural wood.
The surface looks and feels
like genuine hardwood.

Sculpted Surface
Subtle texture down
the length of the plank
creates the look of
soft-scraped wood.
(Sculptique Collection only)

Country Surface
Hand-scraped texture
replicates the look and
feel of floors handmade
by artisans.
(Country Collection only)

Soft Country Surface
Smooth, uneven look and
feel with chatter marks for a
slightly rippled effect, as if
the floor had been around
for centuries.
(Country Collection only)

™

®

®

Micro-Perspective 4
Very fine microbeveled v-groove on
all four sides of the
plank or tile. Each
micro-bevel has the
same finish as the
surface, creating a
beautiful plank effect.
®

Eased Edge
Shallow v-groove
on all four sides of
the plank provides a
distinct separation.
Grooves have the
same finish as the
surface. (Linesse
Collection only)

Perspective 4
Deep v-groove on
all four sides of the
plank for a natural
appearance. Each
groove has the same
finish as the surface.

™

Consider Plank Size and Woodgrain Variation
Adds more natural interest to floors.

SML 3-Optic
Planks come in three lengths (small,
medium and large) for a realistic,
varied effect when installed.
(Elegance Collection only)

Natural Variation
Different wood patterns are offered for
a wide range of natural tones.

Plank Sizes
Quick•Step Collections offer wood
plank styles in a variety of widths and
lengths.

quickstep.com
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Contour Artisanal
Recessed, scalloped
detail on the edges
of each plank
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only)
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express yourself with color.
From the warm reds of mahogany to the cool grays of varnished oak,
Quick•Step explores the entire color palette in our selection of flooring,
®

offering the look of wood, stone, ceramic and concrete. So you’re free to
express your individual style.

Light tones

Quadra, California Gold
Tiles UF1021, page 70

Quadra, Luna Tiles
TU400, page 71

Elegance , Honey Red Oak Eligna, Golden Wheat
Planks UF990, page 48
Oak Planks U1275,
page 60
®

Quadra, Winter White
Tiles UF1216, page 70

Quadra, Vanilla Bean Tiles Quadra, Desert Natural
UF1280, page 71
Tiles UF1277, page 70

Sculptique , Russet Hickory Eligna, Ansel Oak Planks
Planks U1314, page 56 U1259, page 60

Eligna, Dark Varnished
Cherry Planks U865,
page 60

Eligna, Natural Honey
Oak Planks U1219,
page 60

Classic, Cameroon Acacia
2-Strip Planks U1271,
page 67

Classic, Red Oak 2-Strip
Planks U844, page 67

Eligna, Santos Mahogany
Planks U996, page 60

Eligna, Afzelia Doussie
Oiled Planks U1162,
page 60

Eligna, American Cherry
Planks U1221, page 60

Eligna, Stained Red Oak
Planks U1167, page 60

Eligna, Brazilian Cherry
Planks U1166, page 60

Classic, Chesapeake
Walnut 2-Strip Planks
U1272, page 67

Elegance , Merbau Planks
UF1032, page 48

Perspective , Versailles
Light Planks UF1157,
page 39

Perspective , Afrormosia
Planks UF1165, page 41

Sculptique , Earthen Maple
U1322, page 56

Country, Malaysian
Merbau Planks U1164,
page 35

Allustra , Port Wine
Rosewood GUF1311,
page 52

Classic Elite, Windsor Oak Linesse , Macadamia Oak Linesse , Harvest Pecan
3-Strip Planks U1251PB, 3-Strip Planks LUF1250,
Oak 3-Strip Planks
page 66
LUF1255, page 44
page 44

Country, Hickory Amber
Planks U1015, page 32

Elegance , Natural Red
Oak Planks UF989,
page 48

Classic, Chestnut 2-Strip
Planks U943, page 67

Classic Elite, Eaton Hickory Quadra, Painted Desert
3-Strip Planks U1253PB,
Tiles UF1279, page 70
page 66

®

Eligna, Golden Flax Maple Eligna, Country Maple
Planks U878, page 60
Planks U1276, page 60

Quadra, Tramonto Tiles
TU402, page 71

Elegance , Dark Varnished Eligna, Cherry 2-Strip
Cherry Planks UF987,
Planks U1010, page 62
page 48

®

Quadra, Terra Tiles
TU403, page 71

Quadra, Mocha Latte Tiles Quadra, Indian Autumn
Tiles UF1020, page 70
UF1215, page 70

Quadra, Golden Cream
Tiles UF1217, page 70

Quadra, Sandy Beige
Tiles UF1218, page 70

™

™

™

Classic, Vermont Maple
3-Strip Planks U845,
page 67

Country, Hickory Natural
Planks U1014, page 32

Country, Worn Oak Planks Eligna, Golden Hickory
2-Strip Planks U1183,
UF1160, page 32
page 62

Classic, Select Birch 3-Strip
Planks U781, page 67

Medium tones

Country, Autumn Maple
Planks U1103, page 32

Country, Rustic Hickory
Planks U1102, page 33

Classic Elite, Balmoral
Oak 3-Strip Planks
U1252PB, page 66

Perspective , Ansel Oak
Planks UF1259, page 38

Perspective , Afzelia
Doussie Oiled Planks
UF1162, page 38

Classic Elite, Belgrave
Hickory 3-Strip Planks,
U1254PB, page 66

Perspective , Versailles
Dark Planks UF1158,
page 41

Arté, Versailles Dark
Medallions UF1156,
page 28

Country, Oak Colonial
Planks U1030, page 33

Country, Stained Maple
Planks U1105, page 35

Allustra , Chocolate
Cafe Rosewood Planks
GUF1312, page 52

Allustra , Scarlet
Mahogany Planks
GUF1309, page 52

Sculptique , Chocolate
Cafe Rosewood Planks
U1312, page 56

Country, Coffee Bean
Merbau Planks U1170,
page 33

®

®

Classic, Golden Oak
2-Strip Planks U843,
page 67

Classic Elite, Edinburgh
Oak 3-Strip Planks
U1249PB, page 66

Perspective , Brazilian
Cherry Planks UF1166,
page 38

Perspective , Santos
Perspective , Stained Red
Mahogany Planks UF996, Oak Planks UF1167,
page 38
page 39

Allustra , Zebrano Planks
GUF1282, page 52

Linesse , Toasted Almond
Oak 3-Strip Planks
LUF1256, page 44

Perspective , Bartlett Oak
Planks UF1260, page 39

Allustra , Afrormosia
Planks GUF1165,
page 52

Arté, Versailles Light
Medallions UF1155,
page 28

Quadra, Barista Brown
Tiles UF1281, page 71

Eligna, Warm Hickory
2-Strip Planks U1182,
page 62

Country, Walnut Planks
U1104, page 33

Linesse , Afzelia Doussie
Bleached 3-Strip Planks
LUF1243, page 44

Elegance , Dark Varnished
Oak Planks UF948,
page 48

Eligna, Afzelia Doussie
Bleached Planks U1161,
page 61

Eligna, Afrormosia Planks
U1165, page 61

Classic, Everglades
Mahogany 2-Strip Planks
U1270, page 67

Linesse , Natural Varnished Eligna, Nutmeg Oak
Jatoba 3-Strip Planks
Planks U1220, page 61
LUF1244, page 44

Allustra , Midnight
Mahogany Planks
GUF1310, page 52

Eligna, Chocolate Walnut Sculptique , Black Cherry
Planks U1222, page 61 Planks U1318, page 56

Quadra, Charcoal Grey
Tiles UF1019, page 70

Quadra, Black Opal Tiles
UF1018, page 70

Perspective , Wengé Planks Elegance , Wengé Planks
UF1000, page 41
UF1033, page 48

Eligna, Bartlett Oak Planks Eligna, Brazilian Cherry
U1260, page 60
2-Strip Planks U1005,
page 62

®

®

®

™

™

®

™

®

®

®

Sculptique , Amber Cherry Perspective , Afzelia
Planks U1320, page 56
Doussie Bleached Planks
UF1161, page 39
™

®

™

Dark tones

®

™

™

™

™

™

™

®

®

™

™
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Linesse , Dark Varnished
Walnut 3-Strip Planks
LUF1245, page 44

®

quickstep.com
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Country, Dark Varnished
Oak Planks U1013,
page 35

PMS Reflex Blue C
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step three:

browse the
q u ic k •s t e p ® c o l l e c t i o n s . . .

dare to dream.

Country, Malaysian Merbau Planks U1164

With eleven unique flooring collections, we have the perfect floor for you. Each collection offers
distinctive style details to help you create the foundation for your room’s personality. Choose the
combination of flooring texture, edge style, color and size that matches your vision.
ELEGANCE ®

Arté

24

Dark floor shown: Country, Malaysian Merbau Planks U1164. Light floor shown: Country, Hickory Amber Planks U1015.
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arté

Arté collection
Now it’s possible to create a masterpiece beneath your feet,
with the luxurious Arté Collection. Intricately patterned and
rich in wood tones, these unique flooring options deliver
added texture as well as an exquisite design element to
any room.

quickstep.com
Arté, Versailles Dark Medallions UF1156
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arté

C

Arté collection

B

A

Our Arté Collection includes the intricate design of inlaid square medallions. They

Medallion Size

are beautiful on their own. When paired with our Perspective planks, you are free to

A. Length – 24-9/16" B. Width – 24-9/16"

create a design that’s luxuriously unique.

C. Thickness – 3/8" (9.5 mm)

®

To create even more design opportunities, pair
Arté Medallions with coordinating Perspective
Versailles Planks. (See pages 39 and 41 for
Perspective product specifications.)

Surface Finish and Plank Edge

®

Follows the relief
in the wood design.

®

Fine micro-beveled
v-groove on all
four sides.

Perspective , Versailles Light Planks UF1157 Authentic , Perspective 4 (page 39)
®

®

®

Arté, Versailles Dark Medallions UF1156 Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4
(Four medallions shown.)
®

®

Perspective , Versailles Dark Planks UF1158 Authentic , Perspective 4
(page 41)
®

Arté, Versailles Light Medallions UF1155 Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4
(Four medallions shown.)

®

®

®

®

Design Possibilities

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.

Make a bold statement with medallions in
a diamond pattern in the center of a room,
surrounded by matching planks.*

See page 82 for detailed specifications.
al limitada

Design an elegant border by installing
medallions around the perimeter.*
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Create a focal point on one side of the room
or in front of fireplaces with medallions, and
finish the rest of the floor with planks.*
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Use the medallions alone to fill a room
with rich, intricate texture.
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* For these types of intricate floor designs, please contact your local Quick•Step retailer for installation information.
®
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country

COUNTRY collection
Inspired by the great country estates of Europe, our premium
Country Collection re-creates the hand-scraped and softscraped details of wood floors worn unevenly by centuries
of living. Rich in detail, including unique imperfections of
items crafted by hand, these floors transform a room with
timeless beauty and style.

30
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Country, Coffee Bean Merbau Planks U1170
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country

COUNTRY collection
Our Country Collection floors are available in a diverse assortment of wood species
and stain shades rich with the look of woodgrain detail, hand-scraped edges and the
timeworn, uneven character of floors that have beautifully withstood decades of wear.
Country, Malaysian Merbau Planks U1164

Worn Oak Planks UF1160 Natural Authentic , Soft Country Surface, Micro-Perspective 4
®

Rustic Hickory Planks U1102 Natural Authentic , Country Surface, Contour Artisanal

®

®

Hickory Natural Planks U1014 Natural Authentic , Country Surface, Contour Artisanal

Walnut Planks U1104 Natural Authentic , Soft Country Surface, Contour Artisanal

Hickory Amber Planks U1015 Natural Authentic , Country Surface, Contour Artisanal

Oak Colonial Planks U1030 Natural Authentic , Country Surface, Contour Artisanal

Autumn Maple Planks U1103 Natural Authentic , Soft Country Surface, Contour Artisanal

New! Coffee Bean Merbau Planks U1170 Natural Authentic , Country Surface, Contour Artisanal

32

quickstep.com
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B

A
Plank Size
A. Length – 54-11/32" B. Width – 6-1/8"
C. Thickness – 3/8" (9.5 mm)

Surface Finishes
Mirrors woodgrain
pattern, look and
feel of genuine
hardwood.

Stained Maple Planks U1105 Natural Authentic , Soft Country Surface,
Contour Artisanal
®

Hand-scraped
texture.

Softly scraped texture
with chatter marks for
a rippled effect.

Malaysian Merbau Planks U1164 Natural Authentic , Soft Country Surface,
Contour Artisanal
®

Plank Edge
Fine micro-beveled
v-groove on all four sides.

Dark Varnished Oak Planks U1013 Natural Authentic , Country Surface,
Contour Artisanal
®

Recessed,
scalloped edges.

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.
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Country, Walnut Planks U1104
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C

perspective®

PERSPECTIVE ® collection
The v-grooves on all four edges of our Perspective

®

Collection beautifully frame each plank like a piece of
art. The effect? When installed in your room, it creates the
authentic look and feel of an expansive solid plank floor.

36

Perspective , Versailles Dark Planks UF1158
quickstep.com
®
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Perspective ® collection
Whether you want a light and airy anchor for your room, or a rich, exotic focal point,
our Perspective Collection offers 11 stunning wood/color options plus a variety of
®

perspective®

woodgrain finishes that mirror the look of real wood for a warm, natural reflection.
Perspective , Brazilian Cherry Planks UF1166
®

Ansel Oak Planks UF1259 Natural Authentic , Perspective 4
®

Stained Red Oak Planks UF1167 Natural Authentic , Perspective 4

®

®

Afzelia Doussie Oiled Planks UF1162 Natural Authentic , Perspective 4
®

Brazilian Cherry Planks UF1166 Natural Authentic , Perspective 4
®

38

®

Versailles Light Planks UF1157 Authentic , Perspective 4

®

Santos Mahogany Planks UF996 Natural Authentic , Perspective 4
®

Bartlett Oak Planks UF1260 Natural Authentic , Perspective 4

®

®

®

®

®

Afzelia Doussie Bleached Planks UF1161 Natural Authentic , Perspective 4

®

®

See page 82 for detailed specifications.

quickstep.com

®
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A
Plank Size
A. Length – 54-11/32" B. Width – 6-1/8"

Surface Finishes

Follows the relief
in the wood design.

Afrormosia Planks UF1165 Natural Authentic , Perspective 4
®

®

Mirrors woodgrain
pattern, look and feel of
genuine hardwood.

Plank Edge
Deep v-grooves
Versailles Dark Planks UF1158 Authentic , Perspective 4
®

on all four sides.
®

Wengé Planks UF1000 Natural Authentic , Perspective 4
®

®

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.
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Perspective , Bartlett Oak Planks UF1260
®

quickstep.com

Step three: Browse collections | 41

perspective®

C. Thickness – 3/8" (9.5 mm)

Linesse™

LINESSE collection
™

Now you can re-create a realistic, strip-hardwood
appearance, thanks to revolutionary technology only
available from Quick Step . Our unique three-strip plank
•

®

with two movable strips allows you to customize the
stagger for a beautifully realistic effect.

quickstep.com
Linesse , Afzelia Doussie Bleached 3-Strip Planks LUF1243
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LINESSE™ collection

C
B

A

An industry-exclusive, the Linesse Collection includes three separate narrow strips on one plank. Two of the
™

Plank Size

strips slide, creating a more realistic pattern and making installation fast and easy. Plus an attached softboard

A. Length – 54-1/2" B. Width – 8-1/8"

underlayment creates a solid hardwood sound.

C. Thickness – 7/16" (10 mm)
includes attached Uni Softboard Underlayment

UniLink Technology

Surface Finish

™

Mirrors woodgrain

Linesse™

The first of its kind in the industry — with movable strips mounted
on one plank! This revolutionary locking system helps you create
the natural appearance of a narrow-strip hardwood floor, while
reducing installation time.

pattern, look and feel of
genuine hardwood.

Macadamia Oak 3-Strip Planks LUF1250
Natural Authentic , Eased Edge
®

Plank Edge
Shallow v-groove on all
four sides of the plank
provides a distinct

Harvest Pecan Oak 3-Strip Planks LUF1255
Natural Authentic , Eased Edge

separation. Grooves

®

EASED EDGE

have the same finish
as the surface.

Toasted Almond Oak 3-Strip Planks LUF1256
Natural Authentic , Eased Edge
®

Afzelia Doussie Bleached 3-Strip Planks LUF1243
Natural Authentic , Eased Edge
®

» T hree-strip plank features two strips that slide — an industry first!
This allows you to set the stagger for a realistic look.
»S
 tationary strip is attached to the Quick Step
underlayment, creating a solid hardwood sound.
•

®

™

softboard

»U
 nique 3-in-1 plank with exclusive UniLink locking system
reduces installation time, compared to individual hardwood
strip flooring.

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.
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Linesse , Toasted Almond Oak 3-Strip Planks LUF1256
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Dark Varnished Walnut 3-Strip Planks LUF1245
Natural Authentic , Eased Edge

See page 82 for detailed specifications.
al limitada

®

Linesse , Afzelia Doussie Bleached 3-Strip Planks LUF1243
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Natural Varnished Jatoba 3-Strip Planks LUF1244
Natural Authentic , Eased Edge
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Elegance®

ELEGANCE ® collection
No two snowflakes are alike. No two trees identical. The
random variation found in nature is the inspiration for our
Elegance Collection. The planks are narrow in width, while
®

offering a combination of three different plank lengths for a
varied design.

46

quickstep.com
Elegance , Dark Varnished Oak Planks UF948
®
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C
A1

Elegance ® collection

A2

A3

B

Plank Size
SML 3-Optic – Planks come in three lengths

In addition to varying plank lengths, each design within our Elegance Collection
®

A. Length – A1: 23-1/8"– A2: 30-11/16" – A3: 54-13/32"

offers unique woodgrain patterns.

B. Width – 4"
C. Thickness – 5/16" (8 mm)

Surface Finishes
Follows the relief

®

Mirrors woodgrain

Honey Red Oak Planks UF990 Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4 ,
SML 3-Optic

Natural Red Oak Planks UF989 Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4 ,
SML 3-Optic

®

®

Elegance®

in the wood design.

®

pattern, look and feel of
genuine hardwood.

Plank Edge
Fine micro-beveled
v-groove on all
four sides.
Dark Varnished Cherry Planks UF987 Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4 ,
SML 3-Optic
®

®

Merbau Planks UF1032 Natural Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4 ,
SML 3-Optic
®

®

SML 3-Optic
Planks come in
three lengths: small,
medium and large.

Wengé Planks UF1033 Natural Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4 ,
SML 3-Optic
®

®

Dark Varnished Oak Planks UF948 Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4 ,
SML 3-Optic
®

®

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.
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Elegance
, Dark Varnished Cherry Planks UF987
quickstep.com
®
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ALLUSTRA™

NEW! ALLUSTRA ™ collection
It’s easy to create a dramatic focal point with our Allustra

™

Collection floors. Lustrous beauty and subtle details make them
truly distinct. Smooth in texture, rich in color and glossy in finish,
these exotic floors are perfect for creating unique settings.

quickstep.com
Allustra , Zebrano Planks GUF1282
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C
B

A

allustra ™ collection

Plank Size

When high-style is what you desire, only the Allustra Collection delivers the

A. Length – 53-11/32"

sophistication you’re looking for. Featuring a glossy finish, single-plank design and

B. Width – 6-1/8"

™

C. Thickness – 5/16" (8 mm)

a slight v-groove on all four edges, these exotic floors make an exquisite statement
down to the finest detail.

Surface Finishes
A glossy surface provides
lustrous elegance to this
smooth floor.

Plank Edge
New! Zebrano Planks GUF1282 Glossy Surface, Micro-Perspective 4

New! Port Wine Rosewood Planks GUF1311 Glossy Surface,
Micro-Perspective 4

®

®

Fine micro-beveled
v-groove on all

ALLUSTRA™

four sides.

New! Chocolate Cafe Rosewood Planks GUF1312 Glossy Surface,
Micro-Perspective 4

New! Afrormosia Planks GUF1165 Glossy Surface, Micro-Perspective 4

®

®

New! Scarlet Mahogany Planks GUF1309 Glossy Surface, Micro-Perspective 4

®

New! Midnight Mahogany Planks GUF1310 Glossy Surface,
Micro-Perspective 4
®

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.
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Allustra , Scarlet Mahogany Planks GUF1309
™
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sculptique™

NEW! sculptique ™ collection
The rustic charm of our Sculptique Collection can be
™

found in the warm look of hand-sculpted details, one-ofa-kind surfaces and a beautifully time-worn appearance.
Available in classics like Maple, Cherry and Hickory,
these floors not only offer beautiful, natural style — they
feel like home.

54
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Sculptique , Russet Hickory Planks U1314
™
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C
B

A

sculptique ™ collection

Plank Size

Intricate yet comfortable, our Sculptique Collection floors feature a scalloped edge

A. Length – 54-11/32"

and single-plank design. The look of rich detailing and rough-hewn textures creates a

B. Width – 6-1/8"

™

C. Thickness – 5/16" (8 mm)

rustic quality and cozy appeal.

Surface Finishes
Subtle texture down
the length of the plank
creates the look of
soft-scraped wood.

New! Russet Hickor y Planks U1314 Sculpted Surface, Contour Artisanal

Plank Edge

New! Earthen Maple Planks U1322 Sculpted Surface, Contour Artisanal
Recessed,

New! Amber Cherry Planks U1320 Sculpted Surface, Contour Artisanal

sculptique™

scalloped edges.

New! Black Cherry Planks U1318 Sculpted Surface, Contour Artisanal

New! C
 hocolate Cafe Rosewood Planks U1312 Sculpted Surface,
Contour Artisanal

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.
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Sculptique , Black Cherry Planks U1318
™
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eligna

Eligna collection
With the Eligna Collection, the stylish look of slim wood
planks and beautiful woodgrain variation is built in. The
square edges create a uniform, sleek and contemporary
look for any room.

58

Eligna, Golden Hickory 2-Strip Planks U1183
quickstep.com
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C

Eligna collection — single planks

B

A

With the Eligna Collection, you can choose a variety of colors in single or 2-strip

Plank Size

designs. Our single-plank designs, also available in exotic wood styles, offer the

A. Length – 54-11/32" B. Width – 6-1/8"

expansive look that a wider wood plank provides.

C. Thickness – 5/16" (8 mm)

Single-Plank Designs

Ansel Oak Planks U1259 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

Santos Mahogany Planks U996 Natural Authentic ®, Square Edge

Afzelia Doussie Oiled Planks U1162 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

Afzelia Doussie Bleached Planks U1161 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

Afrormosia Planks U1165 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

New! Golden Flax Maple Planks U1276 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

American Cherry Planks U1221 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

Nutmeg Oak Planks U1220 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

New! Golden Wheat Oak Planks U1275 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

Brazilian Cherry Planks U1166 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

Chocolate Walnut Planks U1222 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

Dark Varnished Cherry Planks U865 Textured Surface, Square Edge

Stained Red Oak Planks U1167 Natural Authentic , Square Edge

eligna

Country Maple Planks U878 Textured Surface, Square Edge

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.

®

See page 83 for detailed specifications.

Natural Honey Oak Planks U1219 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge
60

Bartlett Oak Planks U1260 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge
quickstep.com

Eligna, Natural Honey
Oak Planks U1219
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C
B

A

Eligna collection — 2-Strip Planks

Plank Size
A. Length – 54-11/32"

Eligna 2-strip plank designs feature two visible wood strips on one board, with

B. Width – 6-1/8"

different wood patterns in each design for a varied, natural look.

C. Thickness – 5/16" (8 mm)

2-Strip Plank Designs
Surface Finishes
Subtle texture creates
a realistic wood effect.

Golden Hickory 2-Strip Planks U1183 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge

Follows the relief
in the wood design.

Mirrors woodgrain
pattern, look and feel of
genuine hardwood.
Brazilian Cherr y 2-Strip Planks U1005 Authentic ®, Square Edge

Plank Edge
Square-edge transition

eligna

between planks.

Cherr y 2-Strip Planks U1010 Textured Surface, Square Edge

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.
See page 83 for detailed specifications.

Warm Hickory 2-Strip Planks U1182 Natural Authentic®, Square Edge
62

Eligna,
Warm Hickory 2-Strip Planks U1182
quickstep.com
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CL ASSIC ELITE
AND CLASSIC COLLECTIONS
Beautiful yet understated. That is the secret to classic design.
Classic Elite
& classic

Our Classic Elite and Classic Collections offer elegant details
with the rich, authentic look of wood without overpowering the
rest of your décor. It’s a traditional look that is sure to stand the
test of time.

Classic Elite, Windsor Oak 3-Strip Planks U1251PB

64

Hillary Fieldsend
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FINAL TO PRINTER
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Links: ce_U1251_Set_V_16i.EPS (CMYK; 249 ppi; 120.29%),
ce_U1251_16i.EPS (CMYK; 361 ppi; 83.17%)

Classic Elite collection

Classic collection

The traditional, warm look of wood was the inspiration for our

The basics were never so beautiful. Realistic wood design and

new Classic Elite Collection. Three-strip planks with a unique

sleek square edges available in 2-strip and 3-strip designs provide

pressed edge bevel along all sides of each strip create an

a stylish transformation for any room.

elegant look.

Classic, Vermont Maple 3-Strip Planks U845

Classic Elite, Eaton Hickory 3-Strip Planks U1253PB

Windsor Oak 3-Strip Planks U1251PB Authentic , Square Edge

Vermont Maple 3-Strip Planks U845
Textured Surface, Square Edge

Surface Finish

®

Red Oak 2-Strip Planks U844
Textured Surface, Square Edge

Surface Finish

Follows the relief in the

Subtle texture

wood design.

creates a realistic
wood effect.

Balmoral Oak 3-Strip Planks U1252PB Authentic , Square Edge
®

Plank Edge

Select Birch 3-Strip Planks U781
Textured Surface, Square Edge

Plank Edge

Cameroon Acacia 2-Strip Planks
U1271, Textured Surface, Square Edge

Square-edge transition

Square-edge

between planks and

transition between

a pressed edge bevel

planks.

between strips.

Eaton Hickor y 3-Strip Planks U1253PB Authentic , Square Edge
®

B

A

Edinburgh Oak 3-Strip Planks U1249PB Authentic , Square Edge
®

Everglades Mahogany 2-Strip Planks
U1270, Textured Surface, Square Edge

C
A

Plank Size

Plank Size

A. Length – 47-1/4" B. Width – 7-1/2"

A. Length – 47-1/4" B. Width – 7-1/2"

C. Thickness – 5/16" (8 mm)

C. Thickness – 5/16" (8 mm)

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.

Chestnut 2-Strip Planks U943
Textured Surface, Square Edge

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.

Chesapeake Walnut 2-Strip Planks
U1272, Textured Surface, Square Edge

See page 84 for detailed specifications.
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Classic Elite
& classic

Golden Oak 2-Strip Planks U843
Textured Surface, Square Edge

C

QUadra collection
For the sleek look of stone, ceramic or modern concrete tile
in your room, our Quadra Collection offers a warm, natural
look plus the versatility to install tiles on the diagonal, in a

Quadra

brick joint design or checkerboard pattern.

68

quickstep.com
Quadra, Painted Desert Tiles UF1279
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C

QUADRA collection

C

B

A

A

B

Now you can enjoy the look of ceramic tile without having to install or

Natural Stone and Concrete Tile Size

Ceramic Tile Size

maintain grout. Quadra ceramic tiles click together to form a natural-

A. Length – 15-9/16"

A. Length – 15-1/2"

B. Width – 15-9/16"

B. Width – 15-1/2"

C. Thickness – 5/16" (8 mm)

C. Thickness – 5/16" (8 mm)

looking grout line — without the mess. Or get the look of natural stone
and concrete with a subtle v-groove between tiles.

Natural Stone

Ceramic

Quadra, Golden Cream Tiles UF1217

California Gold Tiles UF1021 Natural Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4
®

®

Indian Autumn Tiles UF1020 Natural Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4
®

Surface Finishes

Luna Tiles TU400 Living Surface, Square Edge

®

Subtle texture creates
a realistic effect.

Winter White Tiles UF1216 Textured Surface, Micro-Perspective 4

Mocha Latte Tiles UF1215 Textured Surface, Micro-Perspective 4

®

Tramonto Tiles TU402 Living Surface, Square Edge

®

Offers the look
and feel of natural
ceramic structure.

Golden Cream Tiles UF1217 Textured Surface, Micro-Perspective 4

New! Painted Desert Tiles UF1279 Textured Surface, Micro-Perspective 4

®

®

Terra Tiles TU403 Living Surface, Square Edge
Mirrors the design
and structure
of natural stone or
concrete.

Sandy Beige Tiles UF1218 Textured Surface, Micro-Perspective 4

Charcoal Grey Tiles UF1019 Natural Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4

®

®

®

Tile Edge

Concrete
Fine micro-beveled
v-groove on all
four sides.

New! Desert Natural Tiles UF1277 Textured Surface, Micro-Perspective 4

®

Black Opal Tiles UF1018 Natural Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4
®

®

New! Vanilla Bean Tiles UF1280 Natural Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4
®

®

Square-edge transition

Actual colors and nuances of the flooring may vary from that
represented in this catalog and are not identical to the real
product due to printing limitations.

between tiles.

Quadra

Tile Pattern Possibilities

See page 84 for detailed specifications.

New! Barista Brown Tiles UF1281 Natural Authentic , Micro-Perspective 4
®

Grid
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Checkerboard

Brick

Diamond

®
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step four:

put on the Finishing touches...

beautiful details.

Classic Elite, Eaton Hickory 3-Strip Planks U1253PB

Without question, Quick•Step floors offer inspiring, new design possibilities for you to create a
®

room like never before. And when you install a Quick•Step floor, the beauty is more than skin
®

deep. You’ll appreciate all the quality details and finishing touches that make your room and
your design beautifully complete. We develop our moldings at the same time we create our
floors, so they’re sure to coordinate with your floor beautifully. Plus, we back our accessories
with the same quality warranties that cover our flooring products.

72

Dark floor shown: Perspective , Wengé Planks UF1000. Light floor shown: Classic Elite, Eaton Hickory 3-Strip Planks U1253PB.
®

quickstep.com
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Trim Pieces For

Additional Trims FOR A

a Beautiful finish.

BEAUTIFUL FINISH.

Thanks to our revolutionary INCIZO technology, you

Quick•Step has thought of all the details. Beautiful wall and

can use one molding for four different applications. Just

stair solutions are available in all Quick•Step

®

use the cutting tool to create the exact molding piece you need.

®

®

colors that

coordinate with your floor, so you can put the finishing touches
on your room.
To find out more information regarding Quick•Step accessories,
®

please contact your local retailer or visit quickstep.com.

Multifunctional Molding with INCIZO Technology

Wall Solutions

®

Flushmount Stair Nose

Stair Solutions

Our exclusive technology allows you to create four different applications from one molding.

1. T-Molding (Expansion Profile)

2. Hard Surface Reducer (Adaptor Profile)

High Wall Base

Flushmount Stair Nose

Connects two sections of Quick•Step floor of equal height.

Provides a smooth transition from a Quick•Step floor to a lowerheight floor, such as tile or a resilient floor.

Used to provide an attractive finish to the walls. Installed over the
Quick•Step floor to hide the necessary expansion gap.

Used to produce a seamlessly flat transition to the floor on each
step, with no raised profile. (Only available on select floors.)

3. Carpet Reducer (End Profile)

4. Square Nose (End Profile)

Quarter Round

Overlap Stair Nose

Creates a transition from Quick•Step floor to carpet.

Finishes Quick•Step floor at a doorway, fireplace or wall.

Used to cover the necessary expansion gap between the
Quick•Step floor and the wall.

Used to finish stairs at an economical price, while still
maintaining an aesthetically attractive look.

®

®
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Completing your Room.
From underlayments that reduce sound to cleaning products that keep your
floor looking beautiful. You can get everything you need, from start to finish,
to make your dream for your home come true.

Quick•Step Underlayments
®

Quick•Step has three quality underlayment options
®

designed to protect your flooring investment while
offering unique sound benefits, moisture protection
and ease of installation. From our premium Unisound
Combi Floor and Combi Floor Plus underlayments
that offer improved sound benefits to our Combi Floor
underlayment, the standard in sound and moisture
protection. The warranty on these products matches
that of your Quick•Step floor.
®

To find out more information regarding Quick•Step

®

accessories, please contact your local retailer or visit
quickstep.com.

Cleaning and Maintenance Products
We make it easy to keep your new floor looking
beautiful. First of all, your Quick•Step floor resists
®

scratches and stains, plus the special sealed surface
helps prevent bacteria from accumulating. And
when your floor needs cleaning, we offer products
specifically designed to keep it looking its best —
from everyday cleaning solutions to stain removers
and repair kits.

Quick•Step Cleaning Kit
®

76

Perspective , Santos Mahogany Planks UF996
®

quickstep.com

Quick•Step Force Stain Remover
®

Quick•Step Fix Repair Kit
®
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Our Floors set the Standard.
Quick Step revolutionized the laminate flooring industry with our direct•

®

pressure technology and Uniclic and UniLink glueless locking systems. Our
®

new ScratchGuard

™

™

Advanced Finish Protection will further enhance our

scratch- and dent-resistant top layer. Our superior technology allows us to offer
the beauty you desire, plus the quality and ease of installation you deserve.

Direct-Pressure Laminate: The process
we created is now the industry standard.

Revolutionary UniFix Tool: Replace a single
board in the center of the room.

Our Uniclic locking system makes
installation fast and easy.

™

UniLink Technology.

®

The direct-pressure laminate technology we pioneered is superior
because our flooring is completely balanced. The weight and
quality of materials and pressure of production is identical on both
the top and bottom of the board — creating a perfectly stable
product with no bowing or collapsing in the center. This collapsed
effect is common with competitors’ floors as their top layer is too
heavy and the underlayer is not thick enough.

™

An industry-exclusive, this technology is featured with our Linesse
Collection. These floors include three separate narrow strips
on one plank. Two of the strips slide, allowing you to create
a more realistic pattern and making installation fast and easy.
The attached Uni Softboard underlayment creates a solid
hardwood sound.
™

The patented locking system that we created revolutionized the
industry, eliminating the need for glue. With Uniclic , you simply
snap the planks or tiles together — using either an angled or
sliding motion.
®

1

2

Now it’s easy to remove a single plank
or replace a damaged section of your
Quick•Step floor — without any cutting
or removal of trim pieces. The UniFix
Tool was designed to quickly and
easily remove a single Quick•Step
plank or tile — even from the center
of the room — and replace it with a
new one. So if a section of your floor
is damaged or you discover a hollow spot or floor squeak, it’s
possible to remove a single plank and fix the problem, without
taking up the entire floor or damaging surrounding planks.
®

™

®

Beauty that’s guaranteed to last.

Beveled edges ensure the planks click into each other to
form a solid, lasting connection. The under lip of the groove
is shaped like a wedge, spreading the tension and protecting
it from damage.

1. Protective Top Layer/Overlay — 100% transparent layer is
wear-, stain-, scratch- and impact-resistant.
All Quick Step floors offer protection that guards against scratches
and indentation, keeping our floors looking like new. Now new
technology is increasing our floors’ resistance to abrasion.
New ScratchGuard Advanced Finish Protection helps prevent the
micro scratches caused by routine dust and dirt which can dull the
surface finish over time. Watch for this technological advancement
being included on select Quick Step floors beginning in
Spring 2009.
•
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4. Resin Underlayer — Moisture-resistant underlayer guarantees
the straightness of the panels.

Quick•Step floors offer some of the best consumer warranties
in the industry — with a limited lifetime residential warranty
against wear, staining and fading, and on the Uniclic
and UniLink systems. See your Quick•Step retailer or visit
quickstep.com for complete warranty details.
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•

3. Water-Resistant HDF Board — High-density fiberboard offers
more strength than normal chipboard or MDF board.

This revolutionary locking system helps you create the natural
appearance of a narrow-strip hardwood floor, while reducing
installation time.

®

Four Layers

2. Design Layer — Beautiful re-creation of varying, natural patterns.

So strong it carries a limited lifetime residential warranty.
Ensures a damage-resistant surface.
Guarantees no height differences between boards.
Can be walked on immediately after it’s installed!
Can be removed and reinstalled.

res
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»
»
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da

3

Your Quick•Step retailer can help you select the right flooring
and accessories to create the room you’ve always dreamed
of. For installation details, visit quickstep.com or talk with
your local retailer.
®

®

quickstep.com
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We believe in
environmental responsibility.

Create Your Own Vision at quickstep.com
Take your dreams a step further when you visit our Web site at quickstep.com. Inspiring new design tools help you
bring your unique design style home, while helping you explore all the amazing options available from Quick•Step .
®

“Imagine It” Virtual Room Designer Tool

Leading the way by constantly seeking new ways to recycle,
reduce, reuse, recover and renew.
A lot of companies talk about being green. At Quick Step , we’re making the effort to do what’s best. For our
•

With Quick Step flooring, dreams really do come true. This virtual room designer tool allows you to imagine the many possibilities
®

•

of how our floors will look in your home. It’s amazing what a floor can do! Simply select the type of room, the type of floor, and then
select your wall color. Watch as your design ideas come to life right in front of you. What are you waiting for? Imagine It!

®

customers, our business, our industry — and our planet.

1. Select a room.

2. Select your flooring and wall color.

When sourcing materials, we select renewable, fast-growing southern pine exclusively for our U.S.- produced core
boards. Seventy-four percent of our U.S.- produced laminate boards are made of pre-consumer (post-industrial)
wood waste. And not one exotic tree is harvested from the rainforest to create our

beautiful exotic floors.
During manufacturing, our rejected products are integrated into our chipboard factory, reused by third-party
manufacturers or burned to serve as heat for the laminate process — rather than going to a landfill.
Wood waste from manufacturing is used as bio-mass fuel for heating our factories.

Our patented locking system eliminates the introduction of VOC’s typically associated with
installation adhesives. All Quick Step floors manufactured after January 1, 2009 are California 93120 Phase 1
•

®

compliant for formaldehyde emissions.
When you’re ready for a change, you simply unclick, remove and reuse our floors — in another
room, another home or give it away to a community organization.

Other Tools
Sample Order Program
Order Quick Step swatches to look at in your home.
®

•

Image Gallery

To learn more, visit us at quickstep.com.

Start Dreaming
Define your unique decorating style and get results to help you
find your dream floor.

Get inspired and dream even more with Quick Step
room scenes.

Floor Estimator
Follow the six easy steps to get an estimate on how many cartons
of product you’ll need to complete your room.

My Quick Step
Keep track of your favorite floors and design ideas!

Zoom Technology

•

•

®

®

See up-close details of Quick Step products.
•

®

Quick Step Greenworks is part of the Mohawk Greenworks corporate initiative. Log on to mohawkgreenworks.com for all Mohawk Greenworks corporate programs.
•
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Product Code

Authentic
®

Micro-Perspective 4
®

Thickness

Sq. Ft. per Carton

Natural Variation
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•

•

•

Natural Authentic
®

Country Surface

Contour Artisanal

Single Plank

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

16.7649
Sq. Ft.

•
•

Soft Country Surface

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

®

Perspective 4

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

+/- 16.2213 Sq. Ft.

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Eased Edge

3-Strip Planks

•

•

•

•

+/- 16.2213 Sq. Ft.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Length
24-9/16"

54-11/32"
54-11/32"
54-1/2"

Width
24-9/16"

6-1/8"
6-1/8"
8-1/8"

3/8"

3/8" (9.5 mm)
3/8" (9.5 mm)
7/16" (10 mm)

•

•

•

•

•

•

SML 3-Optic

•

•

•

•

+/- 21.5861 Sq. Ft.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

quickstep.com
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•

•

•

Glossy Surface

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

+/- 18.1115 Sq. Ft.

•

•

•

23-1/8", 30-11/16", 54-13/32"
4"

5/16" (8 mm)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Sculpted Surface
•

•
•

•

•

•

+/- 18.2019 Sq. Ft.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Textured Surface

•

Square Edge

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2-Strip Planks

•

•

•

•

SCULPTIQUE™

•
•
•

•

+/- 18.5378 Sq. Ft.
+/- 18.5378 Sq. Ft.

•

Product Color

Afzelia Doussie Bleached Planks

Cherry 2-Strip Planks

Brazilian Cherry 2-Strip Planks

Santos Mahogany Planks

Country Maple Planks

Dark Varnished Cherry Planks

Earthen Maple Planks

Amber Cherry Planks

Black Cherry Planks

Russet Hickory Planks

Chocolate Cafe Rosewood Planks

Chocolate Cafe Rosewood Planks

Port Wine Rosewood Planks

Midnight Mahogany Planks

Scarlet Mahogany Planks

Zebrano Planks

Afrormosia Planks

Wengé Planks

Merbau Planks

Honey Red Oak Planks

Natural Red Oak Planks

Dark Varnished Cherry Planks

Dark Varnished Oak Planks

Toasted Almond Oak 3-Strip Planks

Harvest Pecan Oak 3-Strip Planks

Macadamia Oak 3-Strip Planks

Dark Varnished Walnut 3-Strip Planks

Natural Varnished Jatoba 3-Strip Planks

Afzelia Doussie Bleached 3-Strip Planks

Bartlett Oak Planks

Ansel Oak Planks

Stained Red Oak Planks

Brazilian Cherry Planks

Afrormosia Planks

Afzelia Doussie Oiled Planks

Afzelia Doussie Bleached Planks

Versailles Dark Planks

Versailles Light Planks

Wengé Planks

Santos Mahogany Planks

Coffee Bean Merbau Planks

Malaysian Merbau Planks

Worn Oak Planks

Stained Maple Planks

Walnut Planks

Autumn Maple Planks

Rustic Hickory Planks

Oak Colonial Planks

Hickory Amber Planks

Hickory Natural Planks

Dark Varnished Oak Planks

Versailles Dark Medallions

Versailles Light Medallions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Warm Hickory 2-Strip Planks

Stained Red Oak Planks

Brazilian Cherry Planks

Afrormosia Planks

Afzelia Doussie Oiled Planks

Golden Flax Maple Planks

5/16" (8 mm)

U1276

5/16" (8 mm)

Golden Wheat Oak Planks

5/16" (8 mm)

Bartlett Oak Planks

6-1/8"

U1275

54 -11/32"

6-1/8"

U1260

54 -11/32"

6-1/8"

Ansel Oak Planks

53-11/32"

Chocolate Walnut Planks

SIZE
U1259

•

U1222

•

American Cherry Planks

•

U1221

•

Nutmeg Oak Planks

•

Natural Honey Oak Planks

EDGE
U1220

•

U1219

•

Golden Hickory 2-Strip Planks

•

U1183

•

U1182

•

U1167

•

U1166

Living Surface
U1165

•

U1162

ELIGNA

U1161

U1010

U1005

U996

U878

SURFACE FINISH
U865

U1322

U1320

U1318

U1314

ALLUSTRA™
U1312

GUF1312

GUF1311

GUF1310

GUF1309

ELEGANCE®
GUF1282

GUF1165

UF1033

UF1032

UF990

UF989

LInesse™
UF987

UF948

LUF1256

LUF1255

LUF1250

LUF1245

PERSPECTIVE®
LUF1244

LUF1243

UF1260

UF1259

UF1167

UF1166

UF1165

UF1162

UF1161

COUNTRY

UF1158

UF1157

UF1000

UF996

U1170

U1164

UF1160

U1105

U1104

U1103

Arté

U1102

U1030

U1015

U1014

U1013

UF1156

Collection

UF1155

Flooring Specific ations

•
•

•

•

•

83

Product Code

®

Authentic

Square Edge

3-Strip Planks

Natural Variation

84
•

•

Thickness

•

Sq. Ft. per Carton

•
•

•

Length

Width

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

U845
U943
U1270
U1271
U1272

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living Surface
•

•

2-Strip Planks

•
•

•

+/- 17.1793 Sq. Ft.

•
•

47-1/4"

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

+/- 17.1793 Sq. Ft.

•
•

47-1/4"

•
•

•

•

Natural Authentic
®

Micro-Perspective 4
®

•
•
•

CLASSIC

•

Glossy Surface

Sculpted Surface

Country Surface

Soft Country Surface

EDGE

®

•

Perspective 4

Eased Edge
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

+/- 16.7100
Sq. Ft.

•

Golden Cream Tiles
Sandy Beige Tiles
Desert Natural Tiles
Painted Desert Tiles
Vanilla Bean Tiles
Barista Brown Tiles

UF1218
UF1277
UF1279
UF1280
UF1281

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Winter White Tiles
UF1217

Mocha Latte Tiles

California Gold Tiles

Indian Autumn Tiles

Charcoal Grey Tiles

Black Opal Tiles

Terra Tiles

Tramonto Tiles

Luna Tiles

Chesapeake Walnut 2-Strip Planks

Cameroon Acacia 2-Strip Planks

Everglades Mahogany 2-Strip Planks

Chestnut 2-Strip Planks

Vermont Maple 3-Strip Planks

Red Oak 2-Strip Planks

Golden Oak 2-Strip Planks

Select Birch 3-Strip Planks

Belgrave Hickory 3-Strip Planks

Eaton Hickory 3-Strip Planks

Balmoral Oak 3-Strip Planks

Windsor Oak 3-Strip Planks

Edinburgh Oak 3-Strip Planks

UF1216

QUADRA
UF1215

UF1021

UF1020

UF1019

UF1018

TU403

TU402

CLASSIC ELITE

TU400

U844

Textured Surface
U843

SURFACE FINISH
U781

U1254PB

U1253PB

U1252PB

U1251PB

Collection

U1249PB

Product Color

Flooring Specific ations — continued

•
•

•
•

•
•

15-1/2"
15-9/16"

7-1/2"
7-1/2"
15-1/2"
15-9/16"

5/16" (8 mm)
5/16" (8 mm)
5/16" (8 mm)
5/16" (8 mm)

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Contour Artisanal

SIZE

Single Plank
SML 3-Optic

•

•

+/- 16.8801 Sq. Ft.

•
•

